











 (gestures) 


 
 wave 



 




 Greetings
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 Mav ke Mara?  



 knuckles    
 Mano 

 
 touch 

 kiss  
 kunik



 
 


 Hongi 
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 raise  (Micronesia) 


 
 kowtowing 





 
 1940AD 


Hello  


 squeeze   


 

 salame gesture 
  KanouriNiger

    Nive  Wooshy (Hello!), Wooshy (Hello!) :

 "Love be with you" 
 

 (fairela-bise) 
 

 angle 
  thighs 


 (Polynesian Islands)  


 Tuvalu 

 (Botswana) 
 How are  Lal Kal 
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 you?

 Masai 


 Georgia

 "Waapun"  Jamaica

 Mwauka uli?  Northern Malawi

   Lauda makora  How did you wake up?

 "We"  We woke up well

 
Hi! How are you? How is your livestock?

 How is the living? 

     How are the family members?

 pipes 
  gestures   

flying  kiss 
 kiss 

  "Have you eaten?"  
  "Nihaoma"  or   "Nihao"  

 How are you?

:  
(hi! hello! also means goodbye!)  chow  ciao   

(hi! hello! goodbye!)  salve (sahl-veh)     


  "buono" (good) 


  Buongiorno (bwohn jor-noh)

   goodbye  "giono"

 buongiorno (good morning/good day) 
 buon pomeriggo (good afternoon) 
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buonasera (bwoh-nah seh-rah) 
  Pronto (ready?)    

 1976   
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  (Troslam) 






 How do you do 

 (saluay)    (chesre) 


 (vous portezvous) 
 (wie befinden sie sich) 
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